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ABSTRACT
Grades and other record evaluations should serve at

least three functions: (1) they should communicate to the student how
well and in what ways expected academic competencies and skills are
being developed; (2) they are to be used within the college for
advisory purposes, for granting admission to certain courses and
programs, and for decisions on enrollment and degree requirements;
and (3) they are used by graduate and professional schools for
admission purposes, state scholarship agencies, and potential
employers. Because conventional grades do not serve these functions
adequately, they rarely reflect the student's true potential or the
student's real academic strength and weaknesses. Studies have also
shown that there is no evidence that conventional grades are better
predictors of future academic success than are nonconventional
grades. The experience with nonconventional grading at Scripps
College indicates that instructors' comments serve the educational
purposes of the College better than the former conventional grading
system. (AF)
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Letter grades have been the c onventinnal an.m of aeadEnic

LLI1
for a long time, and recently samc, colleges and unlvzrsit.7,es Scrippn

College among them, have been tryng *11;t: other fors rif ;),2ading,

College is in the secrsnd year of n twtn year "o%perLm2nt" with a sys"cm

in which both descriptive c4xmentn ani a nt-tation of Uns.3tisacto22',

Satisfactory, or Distinction are used Thz.ughout tne se:nester fenulty

members are expected tc pravide students with cnmments concerning 1:in-1r,

academic progress and at the end of the semester, a written cumwnt': an&

accompanying syrohnl 00, S Di) ara sent tn the stndent, to the ntu,leat's

adviser, and beep part ef the student2s transcript>

Evaluation of student perfovmance and maIntaining anadeTic rac.rds

are characteristics whit, in part, distinguish educational .Tnstitutions

from society's other kinds of Institutions. Assuminn; that ccAles and

universities ought t,3, evaluate students and ti keep academic records of

2p
their progress we might ask what purposes are sewed by such evaluation

and grading, Grades and other recni)rded eveluatinns serve an important

function in conntunicating to a student hnw well and in what ways he or

wwzmamcsawcasnmess.s..*r.......,.

1. Based on the presentation for the symposium ''C(J11c!ge Grading Ilac-
tices: at are the Questions and Where are the Ans4ers?1 at the
American Educiftional Research Assmiation me-tin. , New York City, 1971

2 Whether academic degrees ought to be granted at all, and if so, what
different criteria of achievement might be used are questions which
could be debated, but Which are beyond the scope of this paper.
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ahe is, developing the academic ceeepeteecies aed ekills which eee eepeeted

in eaeh course. Secondly, rein: rde of academic achievement are used

within the college for advising purposes, for geanti admission te

certain courses and programs, far determining who may be allowed to

remain enrolled, and for deciding who has met the degree requirements of

the institution. Thirdly, acadeeW records serve purpooes beyond. the

college community; transceipts of a studenit;'s academic aehieveeent may

be made available to graduate cr professional sohaols)state scholarship

agencies, potential employers, or others Who may request course-achieve-

ment data on which to base their decisions regarding a particular in.

dividual&

My objection to conventional grading Is that it caeca net achieve

very well the variety of puxposes Wht5la evnluatian end grading are ex-

pected to serve.

Informational Feedback

First, as informational fee&aack to the student traditienal grades

are not specific and differentiated enough; they lunp together in the

same category students Oho differ markedly in their euademie skills and

competencies. Rather than provide an analysis of a student's aeademic

strengths and weaknesses,: grades obscure impeeetant differences mmang

students.

Grades are unidimunalonal: A, B, C, D and F form a simple, oedinal

scale. Academic gratatho on the other hand, is multidimensional and com-

plex. Thus grades tend to oversimplify the nature and complexity of

academic learning. Grading a student in a course may be based upon attend-

ance, originality of thought, breadth of information, ability to apply

what has been learned, apparent interest in or emmitment to the discipline,

and other aspects of performance. Traditionally? /these dissimilar dimen-

sions are "averaged" into one composite grade. Even thaugh a paufessoe's

analysis of a student's performance in a course may have been very come



pl.ex indeed, the student neverthele.ss reeeive.s one tll f.r.erEllt at ed.

symbol as a result.

A letter grade is necessarily inexplicit aboue what standard

frame of reference was used by the prefe.aser in essigning, the Lennie.

Each dimension of academic perform:men may be evaluated on the basis of

the level of achievement chained by the statdente, uivint the impzovernent:

shown frem the beginning to the end of the course, upon the effert wil---

parently expended, or treen all thieee. If the development of standards

for evaluating ones own performanee is a proper goal of edneation, then

the values assieesed to variceas dimensions of academic performance ought

to be made explicit.

and Other IrataetiorLal.?.m9se..s for Gra,des

Perhaps it could be said that the meaning of a letter grade is

irretrievably lost as seen as it lo created and recorded by the prefessor;

No one can recreate what alimet3S/01114 pri:Orit1eS/9 and values a prefessor

had In mind when he assigned a given ,grade. Because of the enbireaity

and inexplicitnees of letter grades, student advisers are likely to be

uninformed about the nature of a student's aaadeasic development in college.

The predolems itich ciearacterize cienventienal grading in individual

courses Late eCOT9Q-untied when grades in many diverse ceaurses are. cesebined

into a grade point average (GM). It is the lac.% of substantive meaning

in conventional grades which gives them their capability of being con-

eered into a single GPA. Yet, GPAs are widely used, and they are used

as if they were reliable, objective, and sneaningful, To base important

institutional decisions simply upon grades and CPAs seems dubious for

several reasons. The professor's analysis of a student's performance may

be more pertinent to consider in making an individual decision than know-
ing what was the letter grade. We need more research data an this issue,

but it does seem reasonable that qualitative differences -among students
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should be considered when decisiens &mut individuals eve made.. SecJnEtly,

as Humphreys (1968) documents clearly, there is a goad deal of instTpility

in intellectual performance during the 4-year uneergraduate peelea, Cor-

relations reported between freshmam and senior year GPAs are about 0%4

which, while not zero, are so lao that "One simply cannot peedict well

enough from freshman academic deficiency to senior performance (limphreys,

1968, p. 379)." Yet, college policies on academic dismissal are almost

universally based on GPA0

rur decisions made within a college, conventional grades and GPAs

are unnecessary. A Passfrail system would be perfectly adequate fur many

decisions. For others, sus as diemiesal from college or admission to

upper divisiun courses or to special pregrams descriptive cymments or

multidimenalonal rating scales (e3., Elbow, 1969: Teeyer, 1970) would be

more adequate and appropriate than letter gradess, repending upon the

colleges statement of edueational objectives, either a record of demon.

strated eampetencies ur a record of the required number and kind. of courses

"passed" would be a sufficient basis Zor deciding who had met the college's

degree requirements.

Colleges supply grading infermation to many agencies even though

there is no clear evidence that G?As are "valid" fer many of the different

purposes to whit& grades are put. Dia4eover, grades are used as the basis

for some decisions for which other criteria cught to be used Renewal of
certain state scholarships, for instance, depends upon the student's

maintaining a specified CPA; in my opinion this is en unsound educational

policy. Scholardhips should be granted on the basis of financial need to

students who continue to meet the academie standards of the college in

whiCh they are enrelled.
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Graduate and professional sehools typically rely o.1

selecting- students for admission olthmgh studies whiLh

to identify predictors of success in graduate school program:F. have found,

that undergraduate grades are not always reliab:i_e indicators of graduate

school performance. In a review of many such studies Narren 7..970)

found that correlations reported between undergraduate and fir.L:t year

graduate school grades ranged from about 20 to +.60, and the median

correlation was about .30, Undergraduate grades gen(±rally d.) not COP-

relate highly with academic perfomance in the later phases of grad-

uate education, nor with other criteria of academic success such as

actual completion o graduate program (Hackman. Wig:ins, & Bass,

1970; Bundy, 1900). Some studies have found that grades are no better

than letters of recannenaation or Eer_1:20.3 on standavazed. tests, such as

the Graduate Record Examination (G i. or the Law SC.6A:lo1 Admissiun Test

S A T) , in predicting the lihliho.:Jd of success in a fraduato program

C.lehrabian, 19G9; Lunneborg & Lunneborg, 1966). While conventional

GPAs are a means of making admissions decisions from-mit:mg large numbers

of qualified applicants, efficiency of prediction is unlikely to be im-

proved by using conventional gradesionce standardized test scores and

faculty recommendations have been considered.

There is no evidence that conventional grades are better pre-

dictors than are non-lon.c.rentional gradenr the-:- hadents educated

under a non-conventional grading system are less to be sucopssful

in graduate schoca than are students who have been graded conventionally,

If graduate departments and schools uould investigate 1.hat specific dim-

ensions of academic performance or combinations of qualities were re-

lated to success in their program, p.ediction could be impnyved and

selection could be based explicitly en the most relevant criteria.
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Grades are a questionable basis for employee acleetion. ;:03. The

components of grades and of job performenee which are ecemen to each

other are typically unicaoee and untested by those who use graCes as

selection criteria. Recognizing that grades are poor peedict:ses ef job

success; some companies are developing their own tests ter be ve;ed fee

selection. This is probably a geod step. If outside agencies do met

request conventional grades, perhaps colleges will feel freer tie examine

and to Change their grading procedures if they find this desirable on

educational grounds.

EVALUATION AND GRADING AT SCRIPPS

Scripps College initiated the Comment System for many different

reasons. Some reasons had to da with expectations about possible effects

of this change upon styles of teadhirg and others had to de with pre-

sumptions about the way it would affect the quality of student motivation

and learning. Although there as not mush research evidence to serve as

a guide, it was believed that cemments, though timeeconcuming to write,

might serve the educational purposes of the college better than the for

mer conventional grading system° Certainly comments have the potente-

ality for greater communication of educationally relevaut information.

The faculty vnte on the new system of grading came at a time in

the history of the college when seme degree requirements (i.e,, language

and science) were being stated In terms .J ..f competencies rather: than In

semesters of time enrolled. A majority of the faculty voted tie adept for

a two year trial period, a comment system in which students were to be

evaluated relative to stated, varied goals of a courser rather than on a

single scale relative to others in the class.

6
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Comments can be more explicit in desceibing a atudent's academie

performance than grades an be Cements also indicate the frame of eel-ea:-

eece of the professor in making the evaluatton, and can more aeeurately

convey what the professor had in mind when he made the judgmene, The

accompanying eyngeol, in addition, indicates whether or net credit to.

ward the degree is to be granted fur the course work, without making

gratuitous gnantitarve differentiations (like B. or C+) which too often

reflect transitory and trivial, if not meaningless differences among

students.

While other aspects of the comment system are yet to be evaluated,

a survey of student opinion made last year shed that student attitude

Was predominantly favarable toward the new system of evaluation. Of 36

Scripps students AD participated in the survey, 91% believed that the

new system of evaluation had many giod points; 95% indicated that they

liked to receive weeitten.evaluations. Given the general level of student

dissatisfaction' with higher edueational practices teday, and given the

fact that evaluation and grading have typically been viewed as necessary

evils, the faverability eepressed by these students seems particularly

noteworthy.
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